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What is GOSS?

GOSS is a middleware architecture designed as a research prototype future data analytics and integration platform.

What does that mean?

- Extensibility – ease of integration of new/existing power grid applications developed in many different languages.
- Separates data sources from applications and provides a unified application programming interface (API) for access.
- Quickly make new data available to the many applications already integrated with GOSS.
- Provide redundant data access for improved reliability.
- Real-time – subscription to streaming data and events.
- Scalability & Performance.
GOSS Conceptual Architecture

Power Grid Operation, Planning, or Visualization Applications

- GOSS Client Adapter
- Message Bus
  - Data/Event Flow in Both Directions
- Web Services

Authentication and Authorization Security Layer

GridOPTICS™ Data Management Middleware and Event Processing Framework

Data Source Interface

- PMU Data Source (Raw/Cleaned)
- SCADA Data Source (Raw/Cleaned)
- Event/Alerts Database
- Power Grid Model Data
- Forecasting Model Database

Multiple Types Live Streaming Data

Cloud Data Source
Data Sharing and Export

- Authorized users can share data and events via:
  - Applications integrated using Client API
  - Web services
  - Web socket API.
- Data can be shared/accessed synchronously, asynchronous or based on events.
- Access restrictions can be applied based on
  - Requesting user
  - Data source
  - Data age
  - Data status (raw, processed etc.)
- Domain/Utility specific access can be provided for higher-level organization viewing
GOSS Authentication

- Authentication – uses widely accepted tools already integrated into communication platform
  - Java Authentication and Authorization Service (JAAS)
    - Easily substitute login modules
  - Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)
    - Open, industry standard application protocol for accessing and maintaining distributed directory information services
  - Transport Layer Security/Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)
    - Cryptographic protocols to provide communication security
GOSS Security & Request Flow
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Initial Performance Benchmarking

Test 1: Comparison of average time taken by data store and GOSS individually in total READ request processing time
- Data size ~700 KB
- Number of requests = 4,000
- Number of Clients = 1
- Each client executed in separate thread

Test 2: Request processing time with increasing number of concurrent READ data requests
- Each client sends 10 requests
- Data size ~700 KB
- Each client executed in separate thread
Conclusion

- GOSS – open-source, freely available grid analytic framework
  - https://github.com/GridOPTICS/GOSS

- Integration with existing applications

- Security
  - Adaptable authentication mechanism
  - Allows fine-grained complex access controls
  - Easy integration of new data sources

- Performance
  - Per Client Request, processing time is stable even with increasing number of clients
  - Scales well with increasing load
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Security Case Studies – Static Access Control

- Shows PMU data access via a UI
- Developed to test and demonstrate fine grained access control
  - Configured to use 2 user roles, 3 users
  - Access per PMU is granted to one of these roles
  - Web UI to choose which PMUs to display in a graph
  - Fails and notifies user if access denied for any of the selected PMUs
- Can view data for multiple roles/utilities